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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
November 8, 2019      
 
RETIEF GOOSEN 
 

 

 

Q.  So you had a great showing last week, and here you are again on the 

leaderboard.  

 

RETIEF GOOSEN:  Yeah. 

 

Q.  Thoughts on today's round, and maybe parts of your game that are working 

well the last couple weeks. 

 

RETIEF GOOSEN:  Of course, a little bit more tricky today in the breeze.  I hit a lot of 

good shots that didn't end up very good, and so it was a scramble on a few holes for 

par.  So, yeah, I managed to keep it together.  I holed a few putts here in the middle part 

of the round.  18 was a bit disappointing.  I had a good second shot in and just released 

through the hole green.  And but, yeah, line up the -- four or five behind with 36 holes to 

go, a long way to go. 

 

Q.  So you're No. 5 in the standings.  Are you aware of the scenarios of what it 

would take for to you win the cup?  Right now you're in good position. 

 

RETIEF GOOSEN:  Well, the scenario is I have to win the event to have a chance. 

 

Q.  Exactly, yeah.  

 

RETIEF GOOSEN:  And whatever happens after that, I can't help.  But yeah, with 36 

holes to go, a long way to go.  Maybe things work out this weekend and make some 

good putts.  Get on a good birdie run, you never know. 

 

Q.  Are you pleased with your rookie season and where things have ended up? 

 

RETIEF GOOSEN:  Yeah, of course I am.  Yeah, it's been a good year.  It's good to get 

a win under the belt, and it will be nice to have another one this week. 

 

Q.  Well, good luck the rest of the week.  

 

RETIEF GOOSEN:  Thank you.   
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